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RECOMMENDED ACTION 
 

Discussion. 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
 

AGENDA ITEM: 5.J 

DATE: February 27, 2014 

****************************************************************************** 

SUBJECT: Issues from Human Resources 
 

In the past few weeks a couple of issues have come to the surface that have led to some 
discussions in the Board Office.  While policy or practice existed in these cases, lack of 
familiarity led to some confusion.  
  
Student Status 
 
 The first of these arose because of the lack of knowledge of system policies defining full-
time and part-time students. Because of this, there were issues with payroll processing that led to 
mistakes with withholdings, resulting in a warning from the State’s Auditor.   
 
Section 1.C.7) of Board Policy 2:29 establishes limits for full and half-time enrollment of 
undergraduate students –  
 

Student course load status is based on the number of credit hours for which a student is 
enrolled.  

½ Time Status 6 credit hours minimum  
¾ Time Status 9 credit hours minimum  
Full Time Status 12 or more credit hours  
Overload Status 19 or more credit hours 

 
Section 2 of this policy by inference establishes that a full-time graduate student is enrolled for 9 
or more hours.   
 
While it is not explicitly stated in this policy, the system has established three equivalent terms: 
fall, spring in summer.  The expectation is clear that all terms are the same.  In fact, this is the 
framework used by financial aid for federal purposes.    If needed, this can be added to this 
policy. 
 
In addition, it was noted there is no clear statement for similar limits for graduate students.  It is 
recommended that the following section be added to section 2 of Policy 2:29. 
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Graduate Student course load status is based on the number of credit hours for which a 
student is enrolled.  

½ Time Status 5 credit hours minimum  
¾ Time Status 7 credit hours minimum  
Full Time Status 9 or more credit hours  

 
As a note, financial aid has established linear limits of 4.5 hours for half-time and 6.75 for three-
quarters time, neither of which makes sense.  This issue was reviewed with a couple of the 
Financial Aid Directors and they recommended this be added to policy. 
 
Employment of Non-residents 
 
 A campus contacted the Board office to determine if there had been changes to the long-
standing recommendation that the system/campuses not provide support for any individuals 
seeking permanent residency.   

The Board office affirmed that campuses do need to provide required documentation for 
those non-resident employees seeking continuation of or change in status.  However, all costs are 
the responsibility of the employee since it is the individual who benefits.   
 
 Members of the Council should be prepared to discuss this topic including 
recommendations that this guideline be changed, if needed. 


